

Host Buzzard says:
The Seleya as per Starfleet's orders has travelled some 50 light years beyond the Federations borders to investigate a temporal anomaly.

Host Buzzard says:
The Seleya upon nearing the known co-ordinates of the anomaly detected a federation distress call from the USS Intuition. As the Seleya moved into render assistance 2 Borg Spheres emerged from the rift and attacked the Seleya

Host Buzzard says:
After a close battle the Seleya triumphed. The Intuition in the mean time had repaired itself and its Captain a Bolian by the name of Ceres beamed himself on board the Seleya and requested to speak to Hawkinson in the ready room where he revealed that the Federation had been overrun by the Borg!

Host Buzzard says:
Captain Ceres said he was from the 25th Century, he had come back in time to stop the Borg from completing the construction of a Transwarp hub which ultimately lead to the downfall of the Federation. Captain Ceres has asked Captain Hawkinson for help!

Host Buzzard says:
Captain Hawkinson has assembled all senior staff in the meeting room and has informed them of what Captain Ceres has told him....

Host Buzzard says:
***Continue mission***

Host Buzzard says:
***Continue mission***

SO_Emrys says:
ALL: As far as I can see, the decision has already been made. ::folds his arms as he leans back in his chair::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
::Sitting at the head of the table in the briefing room::

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Sits back::

AXO_Lemile says:
::In the Briefing room::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
SO: That decision being?

CSO_Hazzem says:
ALL: I agree

CMO_Stadi says:
::In Briefing room, listening to the conversation, trying to calm her own fears::

AXO_Lemile says:
::Sighs Feeling agitated::

FCO-Matt says:
::Sitting at table in BR::

Host CNS_Albrin says:
::Sat, listening to the conversation::

CMO_Stadi says:
::Waits to hear SO's answer::

SO_Emrys says:
CO: Well, if we do change the timeline, that means that Ceres won't need to come back and tell us about this problem, which means that we wont have been called here to investigate the anomaly......

CIV_Varek says:
::Listens quietly trying to decide his final decision::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::On the bridge alone with the junior officers.. standing at tactical::

AXO_Lemile says:
::Looks at the SO and frowns::

FCO-Matt says:
CO: If we destroy this hub, what's to stop the Borg from building another?

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: And why is it our concern anyway?

SO_Emrys says:
CO: .... But if we do nothing, we keep the timeline as it was supposed to be, and in the future Ceres will return to ask us again.... are you following?

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
FCO: From what we know of the Borg?  Nothing.  They'll probably just come back, and guard the next one more heavily.

CEO_Lemile says:
FCO: But then we will know they are there

CMO_Stadi says:
FCO: If we get a hold of the technology, we may be able to hold them off for a while, they may have to abandon the plan..

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: But what of instead of destroying the HUB we capture it and use it ourselves if they build another one?

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CTO: It's our concern in Captain Ceres' eyes because it's our future

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sits quietly thinking of the situation::

SO_Emrys says:
ALL: Logic would dictate that we have made the decision already, otherwise we wouldn't be here, correct?

FCO-Matt says:
::Has a moment of madness where he dreams of destroying the universe::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Checking over the sensors and looks down at the person in the commanding officers chair::

AXO_Lemile says:
::Wonders why everyone is confusing matters::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
SO: Temporal mechanics...... could be argued either way, I wasn't a temporal specialist.

FCO-Matt says:
::Thinks: Why don't we just flip a coin?::

CMO_Stadi says:
::Thinks: Not the only thing he's needs training at!::

AXO_Lemile says:
::Sits back ::

CMO_Stadi says:
::Looks at FCO, wondering if there isn't some merit to his thought::

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: Do we have to destroy it sir?

SEC_Te`Fel says:
Person at CON: What is our current status?

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CTO: That's exactly why we're here, it's one of the things we need to decide.

AXO_Lemile says:
::Taps fingers on the arm of the chair staying out of the conversation::

FCO-Matt says:
::Thinks: CMO: stop reading my mind::

CSO_Hazzem says:
Self: Hmmmm

CMO_Stadi says:
::Sits back:: CO: Well, we had better decide fast...time is not going to stand still... I say we vote now...

AXO_Lemile says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the CMO in surprise::

CMO_Stadi says:
::Turns and examines FCO for a second, before turning back to the CO::

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Nods at the CO::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: With all due respect, this is not a matter to vote on. It's a life-death decision

FCO-Matt says:
CO: What implications will out actions have in the 24th century now?

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CMO: We need to come to concord Doctor before we do anything.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: We all have to decide on one thing

SEC_Te`Fel says:
<Person at CON> SEC: We are at full stop

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
FCO: We don't know.

AXO_Lemile says:
CSO: The question that was asked is weather or not should we break the Directive ... it needs to be answered

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Stands up quietly, still listening to everyone's views:: All in BR: Just need to stretch my legs. I always think better on my feet. ::smiles::

FCO-Matt says:
CO: Do we know if the Seleya will be put to risk?

CSO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Ma`am, the directive has been broken already when Captain Ceres beamed aboard

CMO_Stadi says:
::Sighs:: CSO: It's appears to me that our only morally correct action in this situation is to do something, we can't just shrug, reign our hands and do nothing!

SO_Emrys says:
FCO: I would say most definitely the Seleya will be at risk

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
FCO: An entire transwarp hub?  I'm guessing a few hundred cubes, couple of thousands sphere, etc etc.  This isn't exactly a worthless item for the Borg.

AXO_Lemile says:
CSO: Seleya has broken No Directive, Ceres beamed aboard we were left with no choice

FCO-Matt says:
::Thinks about his 3 year old daughter on board::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Taps fingers on the console and stares at the ship on the main view screen::

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Looks out the window::

AXO_Lemile says:
CO: Sir with all due respect .. we now know there is a chance it might be there we can not sit back doing nothing

CMO_Stadi says:
CO: But it's one they think we know nothing about...perhaps that will cause them to guard it with less than we would expect?

Host CNS_Albrin says:
CO: Captain, I don't need to remind you about the crew compliment, and the implications for the civilians on board.

AXO_Lemile says:
CO: Sir we can always separate

FCO-Matt says:
CO: Could we possibly divert the destination of the hub, sending anything that enters it somewhere else?

CIV_Varek says:
ALL::  before we make the decision as to whether or not we destroy this hub I think we need to ask Captain Ceres a few questions

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: Yes, if we chose to go ahead I suggest we would separate the ship

CMO_Stadi says:
::Leans forward on the table, examining the CO, wondering what he's thinking::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CMO: Arika, the Seleya would be defenceless against even a single cube, you know that as well as anyone.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Grumbles:: self: How do I know that 'thing' out there isn't aiming something at us.. :: grips the railing and thinks::

AXO_Lemile says:
CIV: I’m sure the Captain will do that

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Captain, I know this might be out of line but....what if it's a trap?

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CSO: A trap?

SO_Emrys says:
::Turns attention to the CSO::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Looking at incidents. Captain Ceres picked this ship to blow the hub

AXO_Lemile says:
:: Fidgets wishing she could leave the BR::

CMO_Stadi says:
::Sits upright, about to say something about not using her name without permission, but think twice:: CO: So, you'd rather sit here and watch?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: The Intuition's secret way of repairing itself and our ship

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Why the spheres turned their attention to us and not to destroy the intuition

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at everyone::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Looks back at the sensors:: self: And just how do we know that it's not some kind of advance futurist Borg ship.. 

SO_Emrys says:
::Nods thoughtfully at the CSOs words::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
::Lets the CMO's comment slide::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CSO: The Borg have never struck me as being the type of people to go for the devious approach......

FCO-Matt says:
CO: Why can't the Intuition take care of this, why do they need us?

AXO_Lemile says:
::Leans over to the CO:: CO: Sir some kind of discission has got to be made shortly

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
AXO: I know that Commander.

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: Yes, and the ship was more advanced than ours. If they can't do it, then how can we?

CMO_Stadi says:
CO: They have assimilated enough Romulans...

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CTO: One of the questions I want to put to Captain Ceres.

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: If we chose to do this, I would recommend some slight modifications

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
::Smiles slightly at the CMO's comment::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
self: What if the Borg conquered the federation and that thing out there is part of that new collective? anything is possible..

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: I think we better find out the real side of the Intuition before we decide anything

CMO_Stadi says:
::Bites her lip:: CTO: Is there any indication that that hub may be from the future too?...

AXO_Lemile says:
::Looks at the CO and sighs::

SO_Emrys says:
CSO: And what if he's telling the truth?

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
ALL: We need to agree.  One way or another.  Are we going to follow Captain Ceres' plan, are we going to fly off and leave the future to itself, or... will we find some way other than that?

FCO-Matt says:
::Wonders what it would be like to travel to the delta quad::

AXO_Lemile says:
CMO: That we will find out when we get there

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Tries to scan the ship and alters the sensor array to detect ambient solar neutrinos passing around the ship::

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: The Ship only has 2 photon torpedo launchers. If we separate, we have only one. I suggest that we prepare a few more. We could perhaps use probe launchers and other similar systems.

CSO_Hazzem says:
SO: Do you believe he's telling the truth?

FCO-Matt says:
CO: I suggest a shuttle goes thru the hub to confirm

CMO_Stadi says:
CO: Talk to Ceres, with a few Betazoids around...see if we can trust him, if so, try and stop the Borg, if not ::shrugs::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
self: Maybe it is a Borg and this is a hologram.. hmmmm

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: That's exactly what I'm thinking of

AXO_Lemile says:
CMO: Cannot you guys read his mind from a distance

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CTO: As I understand the technical specifications of this ship, we always have two useable torpedo launchers attached to the stardrive section.

SO_Emrys says:
::Shrugs:: CSO: I didn't detect any misleading thoughts from him.

SO_Emrys says:
CSO: Usually a Betazoid can tell if someone is lying.

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CTO: One in the saucer, one in the stardrive, and a third that folds up during the separation sequence ::wonders if Seleya's been through any major modifications::

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: Still, more would be useful. Sir, I believe I have made my personal decision.

CMO_Stadi says:
::Smiles to CSO:: CEO: All powers have their weaknesses, Commander

CSO_Hazzem says:
SO: Hmmmm.....then I guess he's telling the truth.....or he's convincing you that he is

AXO_Lemile says:
::Wonders how the CTO came such an expert on her Ship::

FCO-Matt says:
ALL: OKay, I'm for it

AXO_Lemile says:
CMO: I guess

AXO_Lemile says:
CO: I believe you know my Opinion Sir

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: Also, I suggest Deck 36, Main Engineering is reinforced.

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
ALL: Final.  Honest.  Opinions.  AXO: Commander Lemile, what do you think we should do?

SO_Emrys says:
CTO: For what reason?

FCO-Matt says:
CO: How much time do we have?

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: And Deck 4's Cargo Bays are cleared for injuries

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
FCO: We don't know.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Tries to calm down everyone so the captain can take separate decisions::

AXO_Lemile says:
CO: To be honest Sir ... I think we should at least go and check the area ... if the Borg are there my Opinion is there two close to home

CTO_Ekaf says:
SO: For the reason that it is a major area and if the warp core had an overload the Seleya would be out of action.

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CMO: Doctor Stadi?

CIV_Varek says:
::Sits back and listens to everyone's choices

SO_Emrys says:
::Listens to the decisions being made::

AXO_Lemile says:
CTO: You will advise me of any changes to Main Engineering before you do anything understood Lt!!

CMO_Stadi says:
::Sighs and leans back:: CO: Talk to Ceres... then go for it... I can see no other way of conserving the federation...

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Still trying to get a clean scan of the ship::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CSO: Commander Abdel-Hamid?

CTO_Ekaf says:
AXO: Of course. I was simply making a suggestion for you safety and the safety of the crew.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: I think we should find out their weakness points......and destroy them

AXO_Lemile says:
CTO: I understand Lt ... I just would like to be advised

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
FCO: Commander Matthews?

FCO-Matt says:
CO: Let's do it

AXO_Lemile says:
CTO: Before you got to the Captain

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CIV: Lieutenant Varek?

CIV_Varek says:
CO: I believe we should go talk to the Captain and then go for it

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CNS: Counsellor Albrin?

AXO_Lemile says:
::Looks at the FCO regarding him for a while ::

Host CNS_Albrin says:
CNS: Captain Ceres seems genuine, Captain.  he really thinks this will work.

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
SO: Ensign Emrys?

SO_Emrys says:
CO: As I stated before, the decision has already been made. We should do nothing. Changing the timeline could mean doing more damage than anything else we might do.

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CTO: Lieutenant Ekaf?

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: I think we should prepare the Seleya first...then go and check it out. However, I must emphasize that safety of the crew must be considered.

AXO_Lemile says:
CTO: You can do that on Route

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
::Nods::

AXO_Lemile says:
::Then looks at the SO for a while::

FCO-Matt says:
::Starts to subconsciously stare at the doc::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
ALL: I promised that we wouldn't do anything without being in total concord.

SO_Emrys says:
::Meets Corasha's gaze::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
ALL: And if there's one thing I hate to do, it's renegade on my promises.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Listens to the captain::

CTO_Ekaf says:
AXO: We might not have enough time, but I agree. It'll be better anyway. May I have your permission to reinforce Main engineering?

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Still playing with the tac console::

CMO_Stadi says:
::Can feel  someone staring at her and discretely looks around the room::

AXO_Lemile says:
::Looks for a moment then looks back at the Captain hiding her amusement::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
ALL: However, after listening to everyone's opinion..... I believe we should at least investigate this matter, despite the consequences.  SO: I'm sorry, Ensign.

AXO_Lemile says:
CTO: My Engineers will help you

CTO_Ekaf says:
AXO: Thank you.

SO_Emrys says:
::Glances down at the table as he listens to the CO, feeling a little sheepish at the AXOs grin::

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: Sir, I would like permission to increase security around the ship

SO_Emrys says:
CO: That's fine, sir.

AXO_Lemile says:
::Looks back at the SO and smiles::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Pats the SO's shoulder and smiles in assurance::

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: I don't want to boarded and be unprepared.

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
ALL: Stations.  ::stands, and walks out onto the bridge::

SO_Emrys says:
::smiles re-assuringly at Hazzem, then stands and exits the BR::

AXO_Lemile says:
CTO: There a few variations been added to the Shields .. should help::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Gets up and walks to science 1::

FCO-Matt says:
::Goes to flight con on bridge::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Turns and watches everyone coming out of the room.. wonders what’s going on..::

CTO_Ekaf says:
SO: I'm sorry your decision was over ridded. It happens sometimes.

AXO_Lemile says:
::Follows the Captain to the bridge::

CMO_Stadi says:
::Follows CO out slowly, still wondering who was looking at her::

CIV_Varek says:
::Stands and enters the bridge::

SO_Emrys says:
CSO: Sir, would you like me to stay on the bridge, or do you have other orders?

CTO_Ekaf says:
SEC: I need a report now please

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
::Walks down the ramp, and into the command circle::

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Gets to the TAC::

SO_Emrys says:
::Nods in acknowledgement of the CTOs words::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
*Ceres* Captain Ceres to the bridge please.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
CTO: We are at full stop.. and that thing is still out there..

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Thinks:: SO: Stay for a while, if nothing interesting then you can go where ever you want

FCO-Matt says:
CO: Sir, if you wish to investigate, perhaps, I could take a shuttle thru the hub to confirm it's source

AXO_Lemile says:
::Walks down to the Command Circle and looks at the CO::

SO_Emrys says:
CSO: Aye, sir.

Host CO_Ceres says:
::Exits the ready room and steps onto the bridge:: CO: Captain?

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Smiles at the SO:: SO: At least the captain understands you don't want to do this. If we get court marshalled you should be excused.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Walks up behind SEC and pokes her lightly on her side::

CMO_Stadi says:
::Stands near her seat, gazing out at the star-scape...sighs::

AXO_Lemile says:
::Watches Ceres::

CTO_Ekaf says:
SEC: Right I have major orders and I want them carried out quickly and effectively.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Laughs quietly and walks back to science 1::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
FCO: Lay in a course for the hub, maximum warp.  Captain Ceres will provide you with the co-ordinates.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Looks at the CTO::

FCO-Matt says:
::Inputs course::

SO_Emrys says:
::Moves to SCI2, glancing at Princess Arika::

CIV_Varek says:
::Finds nowhere to stand so stands at the back of the bridge::

FCO-Matt says:
::Presses the big go button::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CTO: Lock down the entire ship, I want force-fields between every section, on a constantly rotating modulation.  Post guards at every access point to every deck.

CTO_Ekaf says:
SEC: First I'll quickly brief you. We are going to intercept some Borg. They are building a HUB that will allow them to time travel. If they complete it they will destroy the alpha quadrant's races.

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: Yes sir!

Host CO_Ceres says:
::Steps forward:: CO: Captain, according to my intel dating back to this period the Hub was not heavily fortified, a few interceptors nothing more

SEC_Te`Fel says:
CTO: Oh joy

AXO_Lemile says:
CIV: Can you take Engineering Consol Please

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CSO: Restore sensors to full power, I want to know the nanosecond we're within range.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Aye sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
SO: Restore secondary systems Ensign

CTO_Ekaf says:
SEC: I want every deck and access point covered by 2 officers. I mean EVERY port.

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
::Nods:: Ceres: Captain, we are not by any means going through blindly with your plan, I want some assurances first.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
CTO: How do we know that thing isn't already a Borg ship from the future?

AXO_Lemile says:
::Sits down regarding Ceres::

CIV_Varek says:
AXO: Yes sir  ::moves to the Engineering station::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Presses a few buttons and sensors are up::

Host CO_Ceres says:
::Shrugs:: CO: Such as?

SEC_Te`Fel says:
CTO: We don't have that many security personal

SO_Emrys says:
CSO: Aye, sir.

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
Ceres: Why can't Intuition deal with this?

SO_Emrys says:
::Taps the console in front of him::

CTO_Ekaf says:
SEC: I want you to organise that. I need it done in 10 minutes. Use a shipwide announcement if you need to.

CMO_Stadi says:
::Sits down, crosses her legs and informs her triage team to get into position::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
CTO: right..

CTO_Ekaf says:
SEC: Then improvise.

AXO_Lemile says:
::Starts to get the feeling she doesn't really trust him all that ::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Leaves the bridge:: CTO: I'm gonna have too.. ::the TL doors close::

FCO-Matt says:
::Starts to play Space Quest 246 while waiting to get there::

CTO_Ekaf says:
*SEC*: I'll allow some areas to have one officer.

AXO_Lemile says:
CIV: Make sure everything is running in Parameters I want diagnostics run on all systems

Host CO_Ceres says:
CO: That’s not asking for an assurance Captain, that’s asking a question?

SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CTO*: Aye sir..

CTO_Ekaf says:
*SEC* This is important, and I don’t want any mistakes. I want reports every 5 minutes please.

CMO_Stadi says:
::Listens to CO::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Just trust her lieutenant

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
Ceres: I want an assurance that Seleya is indeed the only ship that can handle this.  Asking why Intuition can't is a part of that.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Goes to the brig and calls the security heads to a meeting:: SEC_Guys: Ok here’s the plan... 

CIV_Varek says:
::Starts punching commands into the computer::

AXO_Lemile says:
::Listens to both the COs and then looks at the CMO::

FCO-Mathews says:
::Presses the unknown button::

CTO_Ekaf says:
CSO: Sir, I totally trust her. I just know how important this is and I need it done.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods:: CTO: So do I lieutenant

CTO_Ekaf says:
::notices the FCO press the reconfigured button on the Conn::

Host CO_Ceres says:
CO: The Seleya is the only ship that can handle this because other than the Intuition its the only other Federation vessel within 75 light years!

CMO_Stadi says:
::Bites her lip trying to find out what Ceres is thinking::

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Nods at the CSO::

CTO_Ekaf says:
FCO: That button has been reconfigured. If you would kindly reset it.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stands at Tactical pressing some buttons:: CTO: Sensors, including tactical, are fully back

AXO_Lemile says:
::Would like to Know what part the Intuition is going to play in this ::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
SEC_Guys: Takes alpha and beta shift to the armoury.. one person with a rifle and another with a projectile weapon.. everyone is to have type II's on rotation frequencies.. we could be facing the Borg.. 

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
Ceres: Then why can't Intuition handle this?  You're from the future, I image weapons technology has moved on a little since now.

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Waits for CSO to finish at Tactical:: CSO: Thank you sir.

CMO_Stadi says:
~~~CO: He could have gone further back in time and got a different ship...~~~

FCO-Mathews says:
::Press the big reset button::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods, walks back to science 1::

CIV_Varek says:
::Begins running diagnostics on each of the ships systems::

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Continues work at tactical::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
Ceres: Why did you come back now, when only Seleya was in range?

Host CNS_Albrin says:
::Sat in her chair, assessing the crew's feelings::

SO_Emrys says:
::Lifts his head and looks at Arika as she uses her telepathy::

AXO_Lemile says:
::Sits in the XO chair wishing she was in Main Engineering ::

Host CO_Ceres says:
::Nods:: CO: And so it has Captain, however the Intuition has to remain on station and prevent any further incursions especially from our Borg friends back into the past!

SEC_Te`Fel says:
SEC_Guys: Take black and gray shifts down to engineering and cover all the access areas.. set up duel patrols.. check in time is 5 minuet rotations..

CSO_Hazzem says:
SO: Ok Ensign seems you won't be going anywhere. Accommodate your main sensors to follow the main to insure we don't miss anything out there

AXO_Lemile says:
::Now starts getting the feeling something’s a miss from what Ceres has said::

CTO_Ekaf says:
*SEC* I forgot to mention something. Please make sure you give security officers a phaser rifle on a remodulating frequency. Your efforts and work is very much appreciated.

SO_Emrys says:
CSO: Aye, sir.

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
Ceres: Fine then.  Why don't we remain on station, while you return to the hub?

CMO_Stadi says:
::Is momentarily distracted by SO, looks over::

SO_Emrys says:
::Forcefully tears his gaze from the princess to tap commands into his console::

AXO_Lemile says:
::Looks at he CMO wishing there were not so may Telepaths aboard and knowing each one of them proberly picked it up ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Notices his SO, leans over and whispers:: SO: Still looking?

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: Sir, I suggest Yellow alert.

SO_Emrys says:
::Looks up at the CSO, then blushes a deep mauve::

CMO_Stadi says:
::Gives CO her moral support, just to let him know someone agrees with him::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
SEC_Guys: Alpha and Beta have stardrive duty.. and get .. *CTO*: I'm on it sir.. ::closes the com:: and get Delta 1, 2 and 7 on duty.. Feris, did you finish training the science and medical staff in emergency protocols?

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
::Nods:: CTO: Do it.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Grins lightly, gets back to work::

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Sets status to Yellow alert::

Host CO_Ceres says:
CO: Partly because the advanced technology on board the Intuition is preventing the Borg from opening an anomaly. Now you see why I was prompting you about the 'time crises'

FCO-Mathews says:
::Watches lights dim with alert status::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
SEC_Guys: You know the drill.. lets move.. oh.. and replicate emergency packs.. better be safe then sorry..

CMO_Stadi says:
::Glares at CEO, not for the first time::

CIV_Varek says:
::Diagnostics begin to finish up and he looks over the results::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Puts sensors on continuous reading::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
FCO: Time to intercept?

AXO_Lemile says:
::Looks at the CMO and shrugs::

CMO_Stadi says:
::Checks how her teams are doing, and nods approvingly::

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Keeps preparing systems::

CIV_Varek says:
AXO: All systems check out fine sir

AXO_Lemile says:
::Takes a deep breath ::

AXO_Lemile says:
CIV: Acknowledge thank you

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
Ceres: Oh, by the way Captain, one... tiny... thing.....

CMO_Stadi says:
::Takes a deep breath::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
Ceres: How do we know you're even from Starfleet?

FCO-Mathews says:
CO: We're 5 light years away & closing

AXO_Lemile says:
::Looks at Ceres ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Was waiting the captain would ask that question::

SO_Emrys says:
::Looks at Ceres::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Comes onto the bridge.. delta 4 security team in tow.. carrying an interesting array of weapons::

CTO_Ekaf says:
CMO: Ma’am, I suggest that Cargo Bays on Deck 4 are cleared to act as a sickbay. May I proceed?

FCO-Mathews says:
::Thinks: mission of faith::

CIV_Varek says:
::Begins to reroute power from nonessential systems to shields and weapons::

Host CO_Ceres says:
CO: Would you like me to recite Starfleet General orders to you?

FCO-Mathews says:
::Does a little loop flip thing with the ship on the way::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
Ceres: Which one in particular?

AXO_Lemile says:
::Walks up to Civ:: CIV: The shields have been remodulated with extra frequencies.. just to help a little if the Borg turn up

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
Ceres: I'd happily provide you with a couple as well.

CMO_Stadi says:
CTO: I have it under control...triage units are spread around all decks ::looks back:: but thank you...

CIV_Varek says:
AXO:  Aye sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Thinks "That would not prove anything"::

CTO_Ekaf says:
FCO: I'm giving you some evasive patterns we might need in battle. Alpha, to Omega. I suggest you look through them and familiarise yourself with them please.

CTO_Ekaf says:
CMO: Very well.

FCO-Mathews says:
CTO: I've been a pilot for a long time boy

AXO_Lemile says:
CTO: Have you put the extra Security teams by Main Engineering ?

SO_Emrys says:
CIV/AXO: I have programmed the shields to remodulate at a frequency of 0.369 cycles per second.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Slips a microphone in her ear and around it to keep it in place.. adjusting a wrist device to rotate and scan the security frequencies inside the ship::

CTO_Ekaf says:
AXO: I have ordered it...just a second please

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
Ceres: The Prime, and Temporal Prime Directives would seem to apply here, and forbid me from doing anything.  Regulations which are available to.... just about anybody.  Particularly... as has been suggested.... by a Starfleet Captain assimilated...by the Borg.

CIV_Varek says:
SO:  Good

AXO_Lemile says:
SO: Acknowledged  Ens

CTO_Ekaf says:
*SEC* Te'Fel, have you placed security around Main Engineering please?

Host CO_Ceres says:
::Looks away and holds his ear:: CO: Captain I must return to my ship the Borg have found away to get around the anomaly block we had in place, I will buy you as mush time as I can, destroy the hub Captain, the fate of the Federation rests in your hands.....::fades away::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Looks at the CTO standing a few feet away:: CTO: Yes.. black and grey shifts are down there..

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
::Wants to scream::

AXO_Lemile says:
::Looks at the CO:: CO: Nice good bye

CMO_Stadi says:
::Looks sympathetically at CO::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
::Just makes a guttural noise in his throat, paces back to his seat, and sits in it::

CTO_Ekaf says:
FCO: Sir, with all due respect, I was simply discussing my plans at Tactical. And sir, please, do not refer to me as "boy".

CSO_Hazzem says:
Self: How did he know? I haven't heard any comm voice

SO_Emrys says:
::Watches Ceres disappear, then turns his attention to the main ships sensor readings::

CTO_Ekaf says:
SEC: Oh there you are. I can never keep tabs on you.

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
AXO/CMO: That hardly seems like a promising reaction to that question.

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CSO: Status of the Intuition?

FCO-Mathews says:
CTO: No problem sonny

CTO_Ekaf says:
SEC: Thank you for your work.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Scans::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Turns and looks at the FCO::

AXO_Lemile says:
CO: Nope .. well I guess we will find out what its all about shortly Sir

FCO-Mathews says:
::Giggles under his breath::

SO_Emrys says:
::Hears the new FCO call the CTO 'sonny', and blinks in surprise at him::

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Growls:: FCO: Sir! Please do not refer to me by any name except my rank or my surname. I don't appreciate that.

AXO_Lemile says:
::Looks a the FCO wondering what he is up to ::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
CTO: Delta 7 has bridge duty.. everything you requested is covered.. ::holds up a rifle to the CTO::

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: Sir, I'm picking up 10 cubes attacking the Intuition!

CMO_Stadi says:
CO: We can always withdraw if need be... to a point

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
FCO/CTO: Is there a problem gentlemen?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: They're holding sir

FCO-Mathews says:
CTO: No sweat, I'm just kidding around

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: Sir, yes there is. The new FCO is insulting me and I have requested that he does not and he still does.

CMO_Stadi says:
::Hugs herself, looking slightly nervous::

CTO_Ekaf says:
FCO: I don't like it. I don't even know you.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: This is no time for this Lieutenant

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Focus on your orders

SO_Emrys says:
CMO: ~~~~~ Do not be afraid. All will be well. ~~~~~

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Sighs and walks over to Hazzem::

FCO-Mathews says:
CTO: Yes, Lt.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
CSO: You might need this ::hands his a rifle::

SO_Emrys says:
CMO: ~~~~~~ ..... Your highness. ~~~~~

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Takes the rifle:: SEC: Thank you ::smiles::

CMO_Stadi says:
::Looks back at SO and nods, smiling graciously::

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Wants to punch console and shout out as anger grows inside:: self: Save it for the Borg. they might appreciate it.

AXO_Lemile says:
CTO: Lt Ekaf what is the position of the Borg Cubes !!

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Nods and walks down to the OPS and FCO positions..::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
FCO: How long until we enter the Nebula?

SEC_Te`Fel says:
FCO: You know how to work this? ::holds out a type II phaser::

FCO-Mathews says:
CTO: Next drink on me

FCO-Mathews says:
SEC: Yes

CTO_Ekaf says:
FCO: I will take you up on that.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
FCO: Good.. ::set the phaser on the console:

FCO-Mathews says:
CO: 2 min

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CTO: Red Alert, all hands to battle stations.

CTO_Ekaf says:
AXO/CO: 2 cubes remain sir

FCO-Mathews says:
::Blinks at SEC::

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Turns to red alert::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Sets 3 rifles behind the command chairs for the CO, AXO and CMO::

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Has hand phaser in pocket, but does not have a rifle::

CMO_Stadi says:
::Is handed a phaser ::

AXO_Lemile says:
::Sees the phaser::

FCO-Mathews says:
CTO: Sorry, a 3 year old daughter brings out the kid in me

Host CNS_Albrin says:
::Senses the rest of the crew's level of anxiety rise::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sets phaser on max. and sets up on his back::

CTO_Ekaf says:
FCO: Yes, I would like to meet her.

CSO_Hazzem says:
SEC: Crewman........

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Moves back to the TL door:: CSO: Yes?

CIV_Varek says:
::Checks for his dagger to make sure it is there just in case phaser loose effectiveness::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
FCO: Prepare to bring us out of warp.

CSO_Hazzem says:
SEC: Be careful down there ::worried look::

AXO_Lemile says:
CIV: Are all systems at Normal parameters ?

FCO-Mathews says:
::Gets ready to press the big stop button::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
CSO: I'm staying here.. so don't worry

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Smiles, nods::

AXO_Lemile says:
::Starts getting the feeling of wanting to be in Main Engineering::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Scan the nebula::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Captain, the nebula is affecting our sensors

AXO_Lemile says:
::Waits on the results::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: We cannot read anything within

SO_Emrys says:
::Is unable to get anything sensible from the nebula::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Holds her weapon ready for use::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CSO: Understood.

CIV_Varek says:
AXO:  Yes sir

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
FCO: Cut to full impulse power at 30 seconds to entry.

CTO_Ekaf says:
SEC: Please take my rifle and return it to its place

AXO_Lemile says:
::Hears the CSO:: CO: Sir with all due respect wouldn't it be safer to take a shuttle in to take a look first

FCO-Mathews says:
::Drops to impulse::

CSO_Hazzem says:
AXO: A shuttle would be vulnerable inside there

CMO_Stadi says:
::Rechecks her teams, feeling the pre-battle jitters begin to take hold::

FCO-Mathews says:
::Wonders what would happen if he pressed the go & stop buttons at the same time::

AXO_Lemile says:
CSO: So would  Seleya

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::Picks up the CTO's weapon and hands it to the other sec guy::

AXO_Lemile says:
CO: At least that way we could scout the Area and that way knowing what is a head of us

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
FCO: Take us in, full impulse power.  ::tries to relax into his chair::

CSO_Hazzem says:
AXO: But it would be fair if a science officer is on board

CTO_Ekaf says:
SEC: Thank you.

AXO_Lemile says:
::Turns to looks at the CSO and smiles::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods and smiles::

FCO-Mathews says:
::Amazes the crew with his excellent piloting skills::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
AXO/CSO: I shuttle would have less powerful sensors, shields, weapons.  Almost certainly, it would be useless.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: But it would be unreadable on sensors for it's size

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CSO: Are you reading the hub yet?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: The Borg certainly won't be able to read it

AXO_Lemile says:
CO: yes Sir the same as Seleya are now

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Scans::

FCO-Mathews says:
::Wonders if the Intuition could help them out with a cloaking device::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Captain, sensors reading enormous power readings......5 kms ahead

CTO_Ekaf says:
::Prepares to intercept Borg cubes::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CIV: Send all power to shields and sensors.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: It could be the hub

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
FCO: Alter course to intercept.

FCO-Mathews says:
::Ready to slow more::

CIV_Varek says:
::Reroutes power to sensors and shields::

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: Sir, are we planning to destroy the HUB or disable it and capture it?

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CTO: We're going to destroy it Lieutenant, if we can

AXO_Lemile says:
CO: He has a good point Sir

FCO-Mathews says:
::Grits teeth and flies toward the big strange thing::

CMO_Stadi says:
Self: So, Ceres was right... ::swallows hard::

Host CO_Ceres says:
ACTION: Huge spherical structure appears on the viewscreen

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Keeps sensors on, feels like a load is being put on his shoulders::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
AXO/CTO: If it remains intact, there is nothing to stop the Borg from continuing to use it, and simply send a thousand ships out through it::

SO_Emrys says:
::Scans the structure:

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: understood. Sir it might be easier and quicker if you gave me permission to fire at will.

CMO_Stadi says:
::Catches her breath at the sight::

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
CSO: Are their any entrance apertures you can read on scanners?

CTO_Ekaf says:
CO: However, if we capture the HUB we can use it if the Borg create another one

FCO-Mathews says:
CO: Perhaps we could divert this side of the hub to another part of the galaxy with out deflector?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Scans the hub::

SO_Emrys says:
CSO: Sir, sensors confirm that that's the HUB.

Host CO-Hawkinson says:
::Takes a deep breathe:: FCO: Evasive manoeuvres.

FCO-Mathews says:
::Does some daring manoeuvres::

Host CO_Ceres says:
***Pause Mission***

Host CO_Ceres says:
***Pause Mission***
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